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LILA DISCOVERS HER GRANDMOTHER’S SECRET
Playing detective is great until you uncover a family secret
Omaha, Nebraska – Valerie Ondrejko’s new children’s book, Lila Discovers Grammy’s Secret is
now available on Amazon and Norellapress.com.
“Experience the world of Lila’s wild imagination by reading a chapter book that was written
with shorter chapters and larger print to help build reader confidence,” says Valerie.
Lila is spending the night at Grammy and Papa’s house. Being with her grandparents is one of
her favorite things to do, but she didn’t know the night would turn into such a mystery.
Valerie is the author of the holiday book Returning Santa’s Boot. She is a native of Strongsville,
Ohio and now resides in Omaha, Nebraska with her family. As an entrepreneur and writer, she
will be publishing additional children’s books and middle grade books in the coming months.
More information can be found at norellapress.com and Norella Press, LLC’s Facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/norellabooks/
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LILA DISCOVERS GRAMMY’S SECRET
by Valerie Ondrejko

Synopsis

The lively Lila is a preschooler who can spread joy and chaos at the same time. Her imagination
tends to run wild and that is part of her charm. Lila may have a one-track mind, but there is no
mistaking the love and adoration she has for the people (and toys) in her life.
Lila is spending the night at Grammy and Papa’s house. Being with her grandparents is one of
her favorite things to do, but she didn’t know the night would turn into such a mystery. While
playing detective to find Grammy’s missing book Lila puts together some interesting clues and ends
up discovering Grammy’s secret instead.
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